Introduction. The stability region of a given difference equation, to be used in the numerical solution of a differential equation x = fix,t),'\s a function of the step size h and the partial derivative df/dx. Higher order methods usually have very small stability regions and thus require very small step sizes. A method for increasing the step size, without violating the stability region constraints, will be developed in the text. The stability region of the difference equation is an interval [a, b] such that, whenever h = h df/dx lies in the interval, the difference equation yields a stable solution of x = fix, t) [1], [2] . The size of df/dx and h dictate the size of h.
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The Method. Suppose we desire to numerically integrate (1) x = fix, t), xito) = a.
Stability considerations depend on dfix, t)/dx. We show that an alternate differential equation
(2) y = kiy, t), yito) = a may be developed such that numerical integration of (2) may be more favorable than that of (l) in view of the comparative magnitudes of dfix, t)/dx and dkiy, t)/dy, and further, the solution of (1) may be written as (3) x = <p[yit), t).
We proceed to determine the functions <j> and k. Consider (1) in the form (4) x = gix, t) 4-Hx, t), hix, t) = fix, t) -gix, t) and suppose that the solution of
is known analytically. Let us write this solution in the form
This function has the property that #(a, i0) = a for all a. Let us consider the function <t>iyit), t). Now (7) ^=^0| + ^.a*&0| + 5(,toi())().
We determine y so that x = <¡>iy, t). Thus (8) x' = *^i> = ,(*(", j), t) 4-hiiiy, t), t) = *|jkí> | + gitiy, t), t) The latter boundary condition appears from (1) and the special properties of <j>, that is (10) <t>iyiU),to) = yiu) = xito) = a.
The basic idea in this type of construction is that dy'/dy may be much smaller than dx /dx. This would allow the choice of a larger step size in the numerical solution of Eq. (1) with the given difference equation, without violating the constraints of the stability region. The size of dy /dy will certainly depend upon the choice of the function gix, t). It might also be noted that, \i<piy,t)\sa linear function of y, then dj_ dy
It should additionally be noted that, in obtaining from 4>iy, t) the solution of x = fix, t), xito) = a, there is a possibility of amplifying numerical integration errors due to the nature of <piy, t). Note that in Table 4 we begin to see the effects of truncation errors in the alternate solution.
Application. Whenever it is desirable to use higher order methods to control truncation error in the numerical solution of x = fix, t), xito) = a, a small stability region may force the use of an unreasonably small step size. The use of an alternate equation may allow the choice of a larger step size. Consider the differential equation x = fix, t) = 15e! -14a;, x(0) = 1 whose solution is x = e*. Thus, with gix, t) = -lAx, it follows that 4>iy, t) = ye~ut and dy dt = 15e1 yiO) = 1.
In this case, dy /dy = 0 so that the only limitation in choosing h is that of trunca- Tables 1, 2 , 3, and 4 give comparisons of relative errors in the numerical solution of x = 15e -14x obtained by direct integration, versus the solution obtained by using the alternate equation. The method used is Adams-Bashforth 16th order predictor and Adams-Moulton 15th order corrector. The region of numerical stability (for one application of the corrector) is -.007 ^ h ^ .011. The tables display results using step sizes that caused h to lie both inside (Table 1 ) and outside (Tables 2, 3, 4) of the stability region for the direct integration. All integrations connected with the solution using the alternate equation are within the stability region.
